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Have you been charged with the task of planning
your office holiday party this year? Are you
looking for fun ideas to incorporate in your
family’s Christmas holiday gatherings? Well read
on…you've landed in the perfect spot to get fun
ideas that are budget friendly!

I've tried and tested these ideas and each
one proved to be great fun with loads of
laughs and definitely memorable.

Let's go, my top 5 ideas for great fun during
the holiday season:

1.  Karaoke! Yes Karaoke! Most everyone have
a favorite Christmas jam they believe they
can sing way better than the actual artist.

 Personally my jam is the Christmas Song, you
know, Chestnuts Roasting on an Open
Fire….yeah that one. Last year at a party I did
this song and failed miserably, mainly
because I chose the Luther version, thankfully
my audience were very forgiving for messing
that up…I think, but nevertheless a great
memory that I still remember like yesterday.



At our gathering we had an actual Karaoke
machine with lights and all. If you don't have
access to one you can always hook up a wireless
speaker and hit up YouTube for your favorite
songs. To make it a little competitive guests can
drop a few bucks for a grand prize winner.

2.  Gift swap game or White elephant Christmas
or dirty santa. This a great one for a group of at
least 4 or more. First set an amount that
everyone uses as the maximum for their gift.
Guests will bring their wrapped gifts to the
party and the fun begins. It's easiest for guests
to draw numbers from a “hat”, whoever has 1
will get to choose a gift. Then it proceeds from
there. Person #2 can either swipe #1 gift or
unwraps another gift.

To put limits on the game and prevent it from
going on all night it's recommended that after 3
swaps a gift can no longer be “stolen”. Once
everyone has had a chance, lucky #1 gets one last
chance to swipe from anyone.



This is such a fun game and is sure to make
everyone smile and everyone leaves with a gift…
whether they actually want it, is the-question, LOL!

3.  Ugly Sweater contest! One of my favorites
because you just never know what your guests
may have in the deepest and darkest part of their
closet. Have your guest to wear their best and
ugliest Christmas sweater/outfit for a good
laugh.

4. Sweet treats….I've never professed to be the best
baker in America but there's something about the
holiday season that puts me in baking mood.  I love
making cut out Christmas cookies and making
fudge.



Invite your guests to bring their favorite
sweets to enjoy along with their recipes to
share. In order to avoid a trip to your favorite
dentist the next day,package a variety
basket of all the goodies and deliver to a
senior center, local fire station or some other
deserving group. Sweet treats and a warm
heart makes the perfect party!



5. Destination holiday! Rather be on the beach
than dry Alabama? Well, bring the beach to your
Christmas party. Theme your event the
destination of your choice and celebrate with the
foods and music of your destination and if
possible incorporate traditions of the culture into
your party. Have your guests dress for the
destination minus the swimsuit and enjoy.



While these are fun ideas it still takes
planning to have pull off a flawless event. If
you are just too busy with year end work
projects or need help with the family
gathering, give Candace Lane Events a shout
to give your event vision life. Limited dates
are available so contact today!


